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It’s all about AuthZ
PlainID: Easy and secure 
migration to the Cloud
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Managing authorizations (who can do what, in the app) has always been a challenge. 

This challenge is amplified when the organization decides to use cloud services, such as AWS. 

The Challenge

• How can existing users access cloud environments?

• How should (or can) existing authorization policy be enforced?

• How can that be done with minimal IT efforts?

PlainID dramatically reduces the overall investment in authorization by providing an agile, dynamic, standards based, 
externalized authorization solution. 

The Solution: An AuthZ solution that works for you

Fast and easy implementation

Using PlainID requires no external 
user repository, no replication, and 

minimal definitions in the cloud 
service provider.  

PlainID uses internal authorization 
data, to leverage the migration 

process to the cloud. 

A business-oriented approach 

 Our solution is designed for business 
owners and administrators to define, 

understand and use. The business 
policy can be defined, regardless of 
its technical implementation. It can 

be an on-prem solution today, and in 
the cloud as a service tomorrow.  

Contextual &  
fine-grained decisions 

PlainID provides dynamic, realtime
access decision based on

user attributes, environmental
attributes (time, location, etc.)

and events. 

Central management

A central management view 
presents the user in both worlds, 

on premise and in the cloud. 
Providing an ideal option for hybrid 

environment management.

In-depth analytics and Insights  

PlainID provides visibility with a full 
audit trail. Compliance, regulation 
and audit requirements are easily

managed on a simple graph-based UI.

Self-service 

PlainID provides a self-service 
portal that enables users to 

request access to resources and 
data in the cloud.

PlainID empowers organizations by dramatically 
reducing the overall investment in authorization 
management and control.

PlainID utilizes an innovative approach to 
simplify and optimize dynamic, fine grained 
access to resources and data. Moving to the 
cloud, implementing mobile based solutions and 
enhancing the on premise authorization control, 
becomes much easier with PlainID.

• How can a unified view of internal and externally 
managed resources be maintained?

• How can we avoid extending the security 
perimeter of the organization?

We Authorize! In the cloud

• AuthZ should be easily given and easily revoked. 

• AuthZ should be available anywhere needed (In the 

Organization, In the Cloud, on the Mobile Device, etc.).

• AuthZ should be spoken in a business language, in 

addition to the technical one. 

• AuthZ should be easily viewed and analyzed.

https://twitter.com/plainID_authZ
https://www.linkedin.com/company/plainid?trk=mini-profile

